
Las Vegas TMU and McCarran 
Airport

Introduction to the DDMT
(Departure Delay Mitigation Tool)



This program is a joint effort between 
Clark County and Las Vegas Traffic 
Management with extensive support 
from:
• NBAA
• NetJets
• Signature Flight Support
• Atlantic Aviation



Why did we develop this system?
Compacted departure demand and associated delays for large events can be 
significant. Existing slot programs are not efficient and require large lead 
times to coordinate. 

Information is not being shared the way we feel it could be

We wanted to develop something that would mitigate departure delays while 
also promoting buy-in and ownership from our pilots and crews



Departure Scheduling

 Promotes active engagement by GA Crews to select lower 
demand departure windows which will significantly reduce 
departure delay

 Ability for companies to greatly improve customer service by 
monitoring airport conditions and demand (from anywhere) 
to provide their customer real time information for deciding 
departure times



Sharing information is the key

 This program shows the GA community all of the information that has 
previously been unavailable to them

 Departure demand for the entire day can be accessed and viewed. This 
gives crews the ability to plan their departure window based on real 
time information, just select a 15 minute window and this information 
is shared with the rest of the Crews

 We have found that using this information to make just a 15 minute 
change in departure time has helped mitigate potential delays

 Crews can access this information from anywhere and communicate 
with their customers

 Information is a two way street, please schedule and update your 
departure time! This allows the FAA and more importantly - other 
crews to see and plan around your intended departure time



How will this look?









































Summary

 Ability to select and amend your own 15 minute departure window, 
from anywhere, anytime

 You are not prevented from selecting a window with high demand 
(RED). We would rather the program show an accurate time, even if it 
is in a period of high demand

 This is not a slot program. The intent is to provide a tool that gives you 
the ability to depart at a time of your choosing, preferably during 
periods of lower demand

 Times you see in the scheduler are only as good as the information 
provided by the community using it



FAQ

 Do I have to file a flight plan? Yes. This program does not take the 
place of filing, nor does it amend your proposed time

 What if I do not depart in the window of time that I selected? There 
is no official liability or accountability for not departing in your 
selected time window

 What other information can I expect? We have the ability to 
broadcast all types of information including weather, closures, runway 
changes etc.. This can be done via mass text, or individually. Using the 
App, we can also provide a calendar of events for the Las Vegas area 
for future planning. Let us know what you would like to see!



Questions?
David Pace
725-600-7032
David.c.pace@faa.gov

Curtis Hedgepeth
702-261-4014
curtish@mccarran.com

mailto:David.c.pace@faa.gov
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